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Abstract— Most of the familiar protocols use single server for 
storing all the needed information to authenticate a user. 
Maintenance of security is of primary importance in any 
computing environment. Safe and effective authentication 
mechanism and evaluation methods of the entity are of utmost 
importance for the grid users to facilitate legitimate utilization 
of resources. It improves the legal user's credit rating and 
shields the system from illegal users. However the efficiency of 
the grid systems still requires improvement as exchanging 
certificates and verifying validity are compulsory. These systems 
are also infested by masquerade attacks. In this paper, we 
propose a resilient Authentication Architecture for Security, 
where authentication is based on strengthening parameters like 
variance and product. When a single server is compromised, a 
large number of user passwords, will be exposed. Our proposed 
approach uses an authentication protocol in order to improve 
the security in grid    environment. The protocol utilizes 
fundamental concepts of triangle. Based on the parameters of 
the triangle the user authentication will be performed. In the 
proposed protocol, the password is interpreted and alienated 
into more than two units and these units are stored in two 
different servers. The privilege of accessing the requested 
resources is obtained by the user only when the combined 
authentication scheme from both the servers authenticates the 
user. The main advantage of utilizing the authentication 
protocol in computing is that an adversary user cannot attain 
the access privilege by compromising a single consolidated 
server because of the fact that split password is stored in two 
different servers. For flexibility and reusability this 
authentication mechanism is hosted as service in grid 
environment. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
     Improved network bandwidth, powerful computers, and 
the acceptance of the Internet have motivated the constant 
necessity for latest and improved ways to compute [1]. The 
developing complexity of computations, superior processing 
power of the personal computers and the continually rising 
speed of the Internet have laid down the path for grid 
computing [2]. “Grid and cloud” computing has developed as 
a significant new field, distinguished from conventional 
distributed computing by its concentration on large-scale 
sharing of resources, high-performance orientation and in 
innovative applications [3]. Grid computing is concentrating 
on large-scale sharing of resources and collaboration over 
virtual organizations boundaries and enterprises [4]. As the 

goal of grid    computing is to only provide secure grid 
service resources to legitimate users, the security issue 
becomes an important concern of grid    computing [5]. 
The requirement for secure communication between entities 
on the Grid    has determined the development of the Grid    
Security Infrastructure (GSI). GSI provides authentication, 
protection, integrity, confidentiality and for sensitive 
information transferred over the network in addition to the 
facilities to securely traverse the different organizations that 
are part of collaboration [6]. Secure invocation of Grid    
services brings out the necessity for a security model that 
reveals the security components that are required to be 
defined and accepted based on the Grid security requirements 
[8]. Security requirements within the Grid    environment are 
stimulated by the requirement to support dynamic, scalable, 
distributed virtual organizations (VOs) [3]—collections of 
various and distributed individuals that are looking to share 
and use different resources in a synchronized fashion [7]. 
A general outline within Grid computing involves the 
formation  of dynamic “virtual organizations” (VOs) [3] 
including groups of individuals as well as associated 
resources and services combined by a general purpose but not 
located inside a single administrative domain [9]. The 
concept of Virtual Organization (VO) [3] has been launched 
to define the relationships between a set of grid components 
comprising data, applications, computing resources and users 
[10]. For the successful operation of VO participants must 
have control over resource sharing policies via a secure 
infrastructure [11]. To avoid the illegal users from accessing 
the grid    resources, it ought to be guaranteed that strong 
mutual authentication is necessary for users and server [5]. 
Users require to know if they are interacting with the “right” 
piece of software or human, and that their messages will not 
be altered or stolen as they traverse the virtual organization 
(if the users have such a requirement). Users will frequently 
need the ability to prevent others from reading data that they 
have stored in the virtual organization [12]. 
Grid systems and applications require standard security 
services comprising of integrity, privacy, authentication, 
access control [13]. Security plays a most major role in 
providing the integrity of data and resources, the 
confidentiality of the communication and the privacy of the 
user information for large scale deployment of Grid    [14]. 
The sensitive information and resources in information 
systems are defended from illegitimate access by means of 
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the access control that is universally employed as a security 
mechanism [15]. 
At the base of any grid    environment, there must be 
mechanisms to provide security including authentication, data 
encryption, authorization and so on [33]. Authentication is 
the foundation of security in grid    [34]. Basically, 
authentication between two entities on remote grid    nodes 
means that each party sets up a level of trust in the identity of 
the other party. In practical use, secure communication 
channel between the authenticated parties is set up by an 
authentication protocol, so that successive messages can be 
sent devoid of repeated authentication steps, even though it is 
possible to authenticate every message. The identity of an 
entity is typically some name or token that exclusively 
identifies the entity [16].Grid technologies use X.509 identity 
certificates to support user authentication. An X.509 
Certificate with its corresponding private key forms a unique 
and exclusive credential, termed as grid    credential, within 
the Grid and cloud. Grid credentials are utilized to 
authenticate both users and services [17]. In order to get the 
authentication from the server, users and services are required 
to provide credentials. A credential is a piece of information 
that is utilized to prove the identity of a subject. Security is 
frequently dependent on the strength of the protections 
guarding a user’s credentials. The management of these 
credentials and secure storage is the user’s responsibility. 
User mobility, usability and insufficient protection of 
workstations can cause major problems that often decline the 
security of user credentials [17]. Certificates passwords are 
some of the instances of credentials. Password-based 
authentication is still the most widely used authentication 
mechanism, mainly due to the ease with which it can be 
understood by end users and implemented [19]. 
Password authentication is considered as one of the most 
convenient and simplest authentication mechanisms [22]. On 
the other hand, password authentication protocols are prone 
to replay, password guessing and stolen-verifier attacks 
[20].Clearly untraceable on-line password guessing attacks 
and off-line password guessing attacks are the most 
convincing considerations in designing a password-based 
authentication scheme [22]. A great part of protocols for 
password-based authenticated key exchange system are 
designated for a single server environment where all the 
information about legitimate users is stored in one server. For 
that reason, a credential weakness is existed in this approach 
due to the fact that the user’s password is revealed if this 
server is ever compromised. A solution includes splitting the 
password between two or more servers which provides strong 
reason; a credential weakness is existed in this approach due 
to the fact that the user’s password is revealed if this server is 
ever compromised. A solution includes splitting the password 
between two or more servers which provides strong reason; a 
credential weakness is existed in this approach due to the fact 
that the user’s password is revealed if this server is ever 
compromised. A solution includes splitting the password 
between two or more servers which provides strong security 
proofs for authentication protocol [23]. The dual-server 

model that includes two servers at the server side, one of 
which is a public server exposing itself to users and the other 
of which is a back-end server staying behind the scene; users 
contact only the public server, but the two servers work 
jointly to authenticate users [24]. 
This paper proposes a novel dual authentication protocol 
which utilizes dual servers for authentication to improve the 
grid security. The novelty of the protocol is the usage of the 
fundamental concepts and basic elements of the triangle to 
authenticate. With these triangle parameters, the user 
credential is interpreted and then stored in two servers which 
provide substantial security evidences for authentication 
protocol. The dual authentication protocol gives 
authentication to the grid    user if and only if both the servers 
are jointly involved in the authentication mechanism. It is not 
possible to obtain the password by hacking a single server. 
Moreover, our protocol offers effective security against the 
attacks like replay attack, guessing attack and stolen-verifier 
attack as the user authentication is a combined mechanism of 
two servers. Also, it provides the security to the valid users as 
well as securing the user credentials, as an additional feature. 
Succinctly, the protocol provides secured environment while 
the grid user entered into the VO and the services access from 
the grid. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, 
we discuss the related works in detail. In section III & IV, we 
introduce our proposed authentication scheme and algorithm. 
It also highlights the advantages of our approach over the 
results of performance and security analysis. In section V & 
VI design and security analysis were discussed and in section 
VII results were discussed. Finally, the conclusion and future 
directions are presented. 
 

II. RELATED WORK 
      Wei Jiea et al. [25] have proposed a scalable GIS 
architecture for information management in a large scale Grid    
Virtual Organization (VO). The architecture was comprised 
of the VO layer, site layer and resource layer: at the resource 
layer, information agents and pluggable information sensors 
were deployed on every resource monitored. The information 
agent and sensor approach provided a flexible framework that 
facilitated particular information to be captured; at the site 
layer, a site information service component with caching 
capability aggregates and maintained up-to-date information 
of all the resources monitored inside an administrative 
domain; at the VO layer, a peer-to-peer approach was utilized 
to construct a virtual network of site information services for 
information discovery and query in a large scale Grid    VO. 
In addition to that, they proposed a security framework for 
the GIS, which provided security policies for authentication 
and authorization control of the GIS at both the site and the 
VO layers. Their GIS has been implemented based on the 
Globus Toolkit 4 as Web services compliant to Web Services 
Resource Framework (WSRF) specifications. The 
experimental results showed that the GIS presented 
satisfactory scalability in maintaining information for large 
scale Grid and cloud. Haibo Chena et al. [26] have presented 
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the work of Daonity which was their effort to strengthening 
grid    security. They identified that a security service which 
they named behavior conformity be desirable for grid    
computing. Behavior conformity for grid    computing was an 
assurance that ad hoc related principals (users, platforms or 
instruments) forming a grid    VO should each act in 
conformity with the rules for the VO constitution. They 
applied trusted computing technologies in order to attain two 
levels of virtualization: resource virtualization and platform 
virtualization. The former was about behavior conformity in a 
grid    VO and the latter, that in an operating system. With 
those two levels of virtualization working together it was 
possible to construct a grid    of truly unbounded scale by VO 
together with servers from commercial organizations. 
     Yuri Demchenko [27] has provided insight into one of the 
key concepts of Open Grid    Services Architecture (OGSA) 
and Virtual Organizations (VO). They have analyzed 
problems related to Identity management in VOs and their 
possible solution on the basis of utilizing WS-Federation and 
related WS-Security standards. The paper provided basic 
information about OGSA, OGSA Security Architecture and 
analyses VO security services. A detailed description was 
provided for WS-Federation Federated Identity Model and 
operation of basic services for instance Security Token 
Service or Identity Provider, Attribute and Pseudonym 
services for typical usage scenarios.     G. Laccetti and G. 
Schmid [28] have introduced a sort of unified approach, an 
overall architectural framework for access control to grid    
resources, and one that adhered as much as possible to 
security principles. Grid    security implementations were 
viewed in the light of the model, their main drawbacks were 
described, and they showed how their proposal was able to 
prevent them. They believed that a main strategy could be to 
adopt both PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) and PMI 
(Privilege Management Infrastructure) infrastructures at the 
grid    layer, ensured that a sufficient transfer of 
authentication and authorization made between the Virtual 
Organization and Resource Provider layers. That can be 
attained by expanding those features at the OS layer as 
system applications and services. 
Xukai Zoua et al. [29] have proposed an elegant Dual-Level 
Key Management (DLKM) mechanism by means of an 
innovative concept/construction of Access Control 
Polynomial (ACP) and one-way functions. The first level 
provided a flexible and secure group communication 
technology whereas the second level offered hierarchical 
access control. Complexity analysis and Simulation 
demonstrated the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed 
DLKM in the computational grid    as well as the data grid 
and cloud. An example was demonstrated. 
Li Hongweia et al. [30] have proposed an identity-based 
authentication protocol for grid    on the basis of the identity-
based architecture for grid    (IBAG) and corresponding 
encryption and signature schemes. Commonly, grid 
authentication frameworks were attained by means of 
applying the standard SSL authentication protocol (SAP). 
The authentication process was very complex, and therefore, 

the grid    user was in a heavily loaded point both in 
computation and in communication. Being certificate-free, 
the authentication protocol aligned well with the demands of 
grid computing. By means of simulation testing, it was seen 
that the authentication protocol was more lightweight and 
effective than SAP, in particular the more lightweight user 
side. That contributed to the better grid    scalability. 
Yan Zhenga et al [31] have aimed at designing a secure and 
effective method for grid    authentication by means of 
employing identity-based cryptography (IBC). Nevertheless, 
the most extensively accepted and applied grid authentication 
was on the basis of the public key infrastructure (PKI) and 
X.509 certificates, which made the system, have lesser 
processing efficiency and poor anti-attack capability. An 
identity-based signature (IBS) scheme was first proposed for 
the generation of private key during grid authentication. On 
the basis of the proposed IBS and the IBE schemes, the 
structure of a grid    authentication model was given, 
followed by a grid    authentication protocol explained in 
detail. According to the theoretical analysis of the model and 
the protocol, it could be discussed that the system has 
enhanced both the security and efficiency of the grid 
authentication when compared with the traditional PKI-based 
and some IBC-based models. 
Hai-yan Wanga. C and Ru-chuan Wanga [32] have proposed 
a grid    authentication mechanism, which was on the basis of 
combined public key (CPK) employing elliptic curve 
cryptography (ECC). Property analysis of the mechanism in 
comparison to the globus security infrastructure (GSI) 
authentications showed that CPK-based grid    authentication 
might be applied as an optimized approach towards efficient 
and effective grid    authentication. 
Trigon authentication performs one iteration of authentication 
whereas in polygon performs three iterations which is more 
secure than trigon. The strengthening parameter generated in 
trigon is 1 and in polygon its 3, and hence polygon 
authentication is more efficient and secure.Our proposed 
work on a novel dual authentication protocol utilizes dual 
servers for authentication to enhance the grid    security. The 
novelty of the protocol is the usage of the fundamental 
concepts and basic elements of the triangle to authenticate. 
 

III. PROPOSED USER REGISTRATION PROCESS 
FOR TRIANGLE BASED DUAL AUTHENTICATION 

Grid systems are large-scale, dynamic, distributed and 
heterogeneous systems. These characteristics lead to more 
security challenges. In grid environment, job execution needs 
to invoke resources in different domains where the 
authentication plays a crucial role of authenticating a user. 
From the security perspective, the grid environment is 
actually composed up of a number of security domains which 
deploy different security mechanisms. In order to conduct 
secure cross-domain collaboration in grid, as well as to fight 
against attacks in cloud we should fully consider the 
problems of authentication. In this paper, we propose a novel 
Triangle based Authentication Architecture for Security in 
grid environments. To achieve the dual authentication, it 
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necessitates the user to register with the Authentication 
server. The procedures followed in the Authentication server 
and the Backend server during registration of the user is as 
follows. 
The users have to register with the Authentication server, so 
that it can hold a part of the interpreted password with itself 
and another part in the Backend server. The users who 
require services from    the VO have to register initially with 
the Authentication server using their username and password. 
The Authentication server calculates the Pi, Pi' as given in (1). 
Along with this, the Authentication server also generates two 
large prime numbers, namely, a and a', which are considered 
as the two sides of a first triangle and b and b’, which are 
considered as the two sides of a second triangle. It is difficult 
to hack the values of a, a,' b and b' as they are large prime 
numbers (as per RSA Factoring Challenge). Here, Pi is taken 
as the angle between a and a' and Pi' is taken as the angle 
between b and b’. Now, the Authentication server can easily 
determine the opposite side of the angle Pi, termed as a' ' and 
Pi’, termed as b' ‘. With these triangle parameters, the user 
determines α, Vaa’, and Paa’ as follows 

 
α is the strengthening parameter used as the index to 
represent user credentials. 
Vaa' and Paa' are the variance and the product of the sides a 
and a' respectively. Vaa'' and Paa'' are the variance and the 
product of the sides b and b' respectively. Vaa''' and Paa''' are 
the variance and the product of the sides c and c' respectively. 
With the parameters a, a’, a’’, b, b', c and c'   as the sides of triangle 
Pi be the angle between the sides a and a’ are generated and triangle 
will be assumed as in the figure1 

 
Fig. 1. A sample triangle generated using the parameters a, a’, a’’, b, b', c and 

c' and Pi 

      After the calculation of α, Vaa’, Vaa’’, Vaa''', Paa', Paa'' and 
Paa'''.  The authentication server stores the α, α' and α'' value 

and its corresponding username in a database and forwards 
Vaa’, Vaa’’, Vaa''', Paa’, Paa'' and Paa''' to the Backend server along 
with the username. The Backend server maintains the Vaa’, 
Vaa’’, Vaa''', Paa', Paa'' and Paa''' for the corresponding username 
in a database. Hence, the password is interpreted and 
alienated into two units and stored in two separate servers, 
thereby achieving the concept of dual authentication. The 
process is repeated for all the users who wish to register in 
the server, so that both the servers can maintain all the users’ 
account. When any of the users try to access the VO, they 
will be validated by these servers using the account 
information and then allowed to access the VO by providing 
TVO.  If the user is an adversary and if it tries to use wrong 
password or username, the server can validate effectively, 
asserts the user as invalid and sends a warning to the 
adversary. The dual authentication code proposed here is 
designed based on the fundamentals of triangle and the 
design steps are discussed in the section below. 
 

IV.  THE PROPOSED TRIANGLE-BASED DUAL 
AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOL 

Taking the security as the main constraint in grid    
computing environment. We are proposing a dual 
authentication protocol, which will authenticate the user by a 
combined mechanism of two servers, namely, authentication 
server and backend server and then allows the user to access 
the VO for services. Here, the public server is mentioned as 
the authentication server as it performs the major 
authentication mechanism. The authentication procedure we 
have developed is on the basis of the fundamental concepts of 
a triangle. 
Initially, the user who wants the services of VO has to login 
to the Authentication server using the username and 
password.  Here,   ui    and    pwi    refers to username and 
password of i th user. The Authentication server calculates the 
Password index (Pi, P

’i) from the password as 

 
 
In (10), (11) and (12) PAI, P' AI and P'' AI is the ASCII-
interpreted value of the given password pwi, n is the total 
number of digits in PAI, P

' AI and P'' AI. 

PAI (j), P
' AI (j) and P'' AI (j) represents the first j digits of PAI , 

P' AI and P'' AI . PAI , P
' AI and P'' AI  can be calculated by the 

following steps. 
• Change the pwi into its corresponding ASCII value. 
• Calculate  the  three-fourth  of  total  digits  of  the  

ASCII value modulo 180, which results the first three 
digits of PAI ,P

' AI and P'' AI . 
• Append the remaining one-fourth of the ASCII 

digits to PAI ,P
' AI  and P'' AI . 
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Then, from Pi,, P
'
i and P

''
i  the authentication server determines 

the authentication index (AI) for ui is 

 
Then the Authentication Server searches for the username 
index αi, α'i, α''i for the corresponding ui which has already 
been stored in the server database during the process of the 
registration. Subsequently, αi is sent to the backend server 
along with ui.. When the backend server receives the index αi, 
α'i, α''i and the username from the Authentication server, it 
searches for Vaa' , Vaa'' , Vaa''', Paa', Paa'' and Paa''' the variance and 
the product of the sides a' ,a'', b, b', c and c' respectively, which 
have been saved in the backend server database during the 
process of registration. From these values, the Backend server 
calculates an Authentication Token   ATi , A'Ti , A''Ti and sends 
it to Authentication server to authenticate the ui. The ATi , A'Ti , 
A''Ti and sends it to the Authentication server to authenticate 
the ui. The ATi , A'Ti , A''Ti can be calculated as 

 
In (16), (17) and (18), Vaa' , Vaa'' , Vaa''', Paa', Paa'' and Paa''' 

during individual user registration from the Backend server, 
the Authentication server authenticates the user based on the 
token from the Backend server and the index calculated at the 
Authentication server. The authentication code (or) condition 
which authenticates the ui is given by (proved in section III.B)  

 
 
The authentication process is performed by the authentication 
condition given in (19), (20) and (21).When the condition is 
satisfied, the user is decided to be valid and the server sends a 
token for VO access TVO  to the user. Using the Token TVO 

the user can contact the VO and accomplish its tasks and 
access the resources in the VO. If the condition is not 
satisfied, then word of warning is given to the user. As a 
consequence, the user has no Tvo to contact the VO and hence 
no resource sharing. Thus, the proposed dual authentication 
protocol based on two servers effectively validates the user 
and allows the user for resource sharing in the grid    
environment. 
 

V. DESIGN OF ALGORITHM 
      To mitigate the limitation of authentication techniques as 
explained in section I, we present a triangle based 
authentication scheme. 

A. Goals and Strategy 
1. To provide a secure authentication mechanism for 
grid    environments. 
2. To reduce computation time taken by authentication 
algorithm 
3. To protect systems against attacks 
 
The authentication code provided in (19), (20) and (21) takes 
the eventual decision of whether the user who logins is valid 
or adversary. The steps by which the authentication code is 
developed are described elaborately as follows. 
The semi-perimeter SP of the triangle depicted above is 
determined as 

 
But it is known that, 

 
 
Square of the RHS value of (25), (26) and (27) takes the form  

 
Applying (25), (26) and (27) in (28), (29) and (30) can be 
reorganized as follows 

 
As given in (7), (8) and  (9), 

 
Using (28), (29) and (30) in (25), (26) and (27) can be written 
as 
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Substituting (1), (2), (3),(4),(5) and (6) in (40),(41) and (42) 
gives 

 
The re-arranged format of the above equation is given 

 
Substituting AT  which is given in (16), (17) and (18) into 
(46), (47) and (48) we get 

 
      From the above steps, the authentication code utilized for 
the proposed dual authentication protocol is designed and can 
also serve as a proof for the effectiveness of the protocol. The 
protocol devised is based on the triangle parameters and 
effectively provides an enhanced security, because both the 
authentication server and the backend server have been 
involved in the authentication mechanism. So, compromising 
a single server and enjoying the VO services is impossible by 
any means. 
 

VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS 
Replay attack: Replay attack is called as ‘man in the middle’ 
attack. Adversary stays in between the user and the server 
and hacks the user credentials when the user communicates 
server. Normally, to overcome this, the user has to frequently 
change the credential randomly. But it is less probable to do 
that. Our protocol is strong and robust when the replay attack 
happens in between the two servers as the credentials are 
interpreted and alienated into two parts. 
Guessing attack: Guessing attack is nothing but the 
adversaries just communicates the servers by randomly 
guessed credentials. The effective possibility to overcome 
this attack is to choose the password by maximum possible 
characters, so that the probability of guessing the correct 
password can be reduced. As the proposed uses random 
generation of prime numbers for the calculation of the sides 
of the triangle, it is more difficult to guess the password. 
Stolen-verifier attack: Instead of storing the original 
password, the server is normally storing the verifier of the 
password. If the password steals the verifier from the server, 
then it will impersonate or masquerade as the legitimate user. 

But this not happen in any two server protocol, as the 
password is alienated into two modules. Hence, we can 
justify that our protocol is also more strong and robust against 
the attack, as the   password is interpreted and then alienated 
into two modules and stored in the two servers. 
 

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
     Experimental show that the structure is more simple and 
flexible than traditional authentication frameworks and it can 
improve performance and efficiency of the system. In order 
to deploy our approach without breaking original security 
mechanism, we extend this authentication to be hosted as 
service in grid    environments. 
The proposed dual authentication protocol has been 
implemented in the platform of JAVA (version 1.6). The 
protocol is tested with five valid and five invalid users. Each 
of the five valid users has their own username and password. 
Initially, they have created their user account by registering 
with their username and password, making them valid in the 
VO. The triangle parameters have been determined during the 
registration process as stated earlier and they have been 
stored in the database maintained at the servers. 
 

TABLE 1. USERNAMES, PASSWORDS AND THE TRIANGLE 
PARAMETERS BASED ON THE USER PASSWORDS PROVIDED AT 

THE TIME REGISTRATION 

 
      The   α, α', α''    values for   the five valid   users   
mentioned   in  the Table I have been stored in the 
authentication server database and Vaa' , Vaa'' , Vaa''', Paa', Paa'' 

and Paa''' have been stored in the database of Backend server 
for the corresponding usernames. Instead of keeping the 
actual passwords, the servers maintain the interpreted 
passwords derived from the triangle parameters. When the 
servers authenticate any user, the servers determine some 
authentication elements based on the values which have been 
stored in the database and the login credential provided by the 
user. Using such authentication elements, the servers generate 
an authentication code and validate the user.  
      The AI for each user has been calculated by the 
authentication server and the ATi , A'Ti , A''Ti for each user has 
been calculated by the Backend server. Based on these 
values, the authentication server generated the authentication 
code and checked whether it has been satisfied or not. When 
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the authentication code has been satisfied by any of the user, 
the servers asserted that the user is valid and permits users to 
utilize the services offered by the VO. The effective 
performance of the protocol in enhancing the security of the 
grid    environment by identifying valid and adversary users. 
Each user was provided a separate TVO if and only if the user 
credential supplied by the concerned user satisfied the 
authentication code. The user credential that did not satisfy 
the authentication code was declared as invalid credential and 
the concerned user was asserted as an adversary. This is 
because that the authentication code will be satisfied if and 
only if the user credentials submitted for authentication are 
properly registered. Hence, the protocol effectively 
pinpointed the adversary and denied the services for that 
adversary user. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Total number of Rounds in Practical Password – Based Two – Server 

Authentication 

Figure 2 shows the proposed schemes based on computation 
rounds between user, Service or Authentication Server and 
Control or Backend Server. 
A. Implementation -  Authentication as Service 
       A service is an entity that provides some capability to its 
clients by exchanging messages. A service is defined by 
identifying sequences of specific message   exchanges that 
cause the service to perform some operation. By thus defining 
these operations only in terms of message exchange, we 
achieve great flexibility in how services are implemented and 
where they may be located. A service-oriented architecture is 
one in which all entities are services, and thus any operation 
visible to the architecture is the result of message exchange. 
Prerequisites are: 
build.xml 
globus-build-service.sh 
1. Creation of  auth.wsdl File 
2. Create namespace2package. mappings for mapping 

instances, bindings and services. 
3. Write Implementation program. 
4. Create deploy-server.wsdd [globus@g20  service]$ vi 

deploy-server.wsdd 
5. Create deploy-jndi-config.xml [globus@g20  service]$ vi 

deploy-jndi-config.xml 
6. Build the service [globus@g20  ~example]$ sh  globus-

build-service.sh -d org/add/service/ -s 
schema/add/hello.wsdl 

7. After the successful building Grid Archive(GAR) file has 
been created. Now we have to deploy the GAR file using 
globus-deploy-gar command. 

[globus@g20~example]$ globus-deploy-gar 
org_add_service.gar 

8.   After successful deployment of the GAR file start the 
globus container.[globus@g20  ~]$ globus-start-
container  

9.      Write Client Program for authentication.\\ 
10.   Before running the compiler, make sure to run the 

following: 
source$GLOBUS_LOCATION/etc/globus-
devel-env.sh 
The globus-devel-env.sh script takes care of 
putting all the Globus libraries into your 
CLASSPATH. 
[globus@gcluster example]$ source /usr/local/globus-
4.0.7/etc/globus-devel-env.sh 

11.  [globus@gcluster example]$ javac     
org/add/client/Client.java 

12. [globus@gcluster example]$ java   org/add/client/Client 
 

 
Fig. 3. Server Side Authentication 

 

Figure 3 shows the authentication papramaters generated in 
Control Server during the authentication Process. 
 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
       The irony is that today, secrecy is not the key to the 
goodness of a cryptographic algorithm.In this paper we 
present a high secure triangle based authentication algorithm 
in 2D that can be used in grid environments. Our proposal 
appears to be significantly more efficient and effective. In 
future this algorithm can be implemented in 3D to enhance 
security. The proposed authentication protocol enhanced the 
grid security as the authentication mechanism utilized two 
servers for authentication mechanism. The implementation of 
our dual authentication protocol showed its effective 
performance in pinpointing the adversaries and paving the 
way to valid users for access with the VO for the sharing of 
resources. This paper also proposes a mathematical proof for 
the protocol. This protocol can be included as a service in 
grid    environments. In globus it is hosted as an 
authentication service in addition to X.500 protocol and 
existing policies. The utilization of this protocol will make 
the grid    environments more secure. 
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